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Job Vacancies 
The  Pinks

For more information on anything contained herein please email:  
contact@fellowsandassociates.com or phone + 44 20 7903 5019.
See more jobs at www.fellowsandassociates.com!  

Fellows and Associates Ltd. acts as an agency within the meaning of the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003.  We operate a 
strict equal opportunities policy.

Commercial Patent Attorney, Entrepreneur, Yorkshire 
The new initiative for this private practice requires a talented Patent 
Attorney and strategic thinker.  Given your strong sense of enterprise 
you will be keen to develop new opportunities and build on the 
already strong work flow of the firm.  You will relish networking and 
love a challenge.  Electronics/Computing/Physics background.

Biotechnology, Partner Potential, London
Join a thriving, extremely successful biotechnology practice which 
has grown at a rapid pace.  Work with an exciting, diverse and 
dynamic client base.  Be at the cutting edge of biotechnology.  Enjoy 
the benefits of a firm which present ample opportunities for 
progression towards partnership and a culture based on merit.

Electronics, Qualified/Part Qualified, Scotland 
Direct clients.  Commercial, strategic advice based IP consultancy.  
International workload.  Friendly, welcoming, environment.  Unrivalled 
business opportunities that will cement your long term career through 
or post qualification for a rewarding future.  A private practice at the 
heart of the IP sector in Scotland.

Biotechnology, Finalist, London  
What will happen when you qualify?  Not sure you will get what 
you deserve?  Doubt that anything will change?  Take control of 
your career and join this burgeoning biotechnology department, 
one of the most successful in the London market.

Electronics, Part Qualified, London
Great training, great support, superb peer group, interesting client 
work, fantastic remuneration, strong brand, consultative approach, 
diverse workload: oppositions, appeals and original drafting.

Electronics/Telecommunications, Part Qualified, London
Pure telecommunications position for a true purist.  Get great 
support from an appreciative Partner.  Be encouraged through 
your training.  Benefit from a structured career path. 

Biotechnology, Corporate, Part Qualified/Qualified, Brussels
Give your life an international dimension by moving in-house with this 
leading corporation.  Attain exposure to all aspects of corporate IP: 
strategic decision making, patents from scratch, licensing and 
litigation.  Work with inventors for a fully reasoned IP solution.

Biotechnology, Part Qualified, London
Learn from some of the best.  Work for one of the most exciting 
client portfolios in the profession.  Look beyond qualification to 
excellent opportunities for short and long term career growth.  
Enjoy a quality orientated culture.

Electronics, Qualified, London
Some firms promise partnerships others need budding partners 
thrust upon them.  This firm is busy creating opportunities for its 
staff through consistent, quick development.  Your long term 
potential is limited only by your own determination.

Electronics/Physics, Finalist, Yorkshire
Not for the faint hearted.  A chance for early exposure to business 
development and direct client work whilst finishing your exams.  
Leading brand, leading clients, you will be truly invested in.

Join Our Linkedin Group: www.linkedinfellows.com
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